
Formalising Bitoni Sort using Dependent TypesAna BoveDepartment of Computing Siene, Chalmers University of Tehnology412 96 G�oteborg, Swedentelephone: +46-31-7721020, fax: +46-31-165655e-mail: bove�s.halmers.seAbstrat. We present a omplete formalisation of bitoni sort and itsorretness proof in onstrutive type theory. Bitoni sort is one of thefastest sorting algorithms where the sequene of omparisons is not data-dependent. In addition, it is a general reursive algorithm that works onsequenes of length 2n. In the formalisation we fae two main problems:only strutural reursion is allowed in type theory, and a formal proofof the orretness of the algorithm needs to onsider quite a numberof ases. We de�ne the bitoni sort algorithm over dependently-typedbinary trees with information in the leaves. In proving that the algorithmsorts its input we make use of the 0-1-priniple. To support the use ofthat priniple we also prove a parametriity theorem derived from thetype of our bitoni sort from whih the 0-1-priniple an be proved.1 IntrodutionBitoni sort [Bat68℄ is one of the fastest sorting networks [Bat68,Knu73℄. Asorting network is a sorting algorithm performing only omparison-and-swapoperations on its data. As a onsequene, the sequene of omparisons in asorting network is not data-dependent. This makes sorting networks, and henebitoni sort, very suitable for implementation in hardware or in parallel proessorarrays.Bitoni sort onsists of O(m�log(m)2) omparisons in O(log(m)2) stages andit works on sequenes of length 2n. In addition, it is a general reursive algorithm,that is, the reursive alls are performed on arguments that not neessarilyare struturally smaller than the input. Although the algorithm is short andomputationally simple, it is not intuitive to understand why the algorithmworks.In this work, we present an implementation of bitoni sort in onstrutivetype theory (see for example [ML84,CH88℄). In addition, we desribe a formalorretness proof of the algorithm, namely, that the result of applying bitonisort to a sequene of elements of the orret length is a sorted permutation ofthe original one. Both the algorithm and the proof were formalised using theproof assistant Agda [agd℄ and its graphial interfae Alfa [alf℄.When formalising the algorithm and its orretness proof we fae two mainproblems. First, only strutural reursion is allowed in type theory, that is, re-



ursive de�nitions in whih eah reursive all is performed on arguments stru-turally smaller than the input. In this way, the termination of a reursive de�ni-tion an be ensured by its syntax. As a onsequene, bitoni sort as ommonlyexpressed annot be diretly translated into type theory. Seond, a formal proofof the orretness of the algorithm needs to onsider quite a number of di�erentases. The hallenge here is to �nd a suitable way of formalising the notion ofbitoni sequene suh that the properties assoiated with it an be easily provedand understood, without requiring too many ases.In this work we de�ne the bitoni sort algorithm over dependently typedbinary trees, that is, binary trees indexed by their height, with information inthe leaves. In this way, a dependent binary tree of height n ontains exatly 2nelements. Another onsequene of using dependent binary trees for the formali-sation of bitoni sort is that the algorithm beomes struturally reursive on theheight of the tree and hene, it an be straightforwardly de�ned in the theory.To prove that the algorithm sorts its input we use the 0-1-priniple [Knu73℄.It states that if a sorting algorithm sorts sequenes of 0's and 1's using onlyomparison-and-swap operations on its data, it will also sort sequenes of arbi-trary types. The proof of the sorting property that we present here onsiders 47ases, however eah ase is easy to prove and understand.This paper is mainly intended for reader with some knowledge in type theory,so what follows is just intended to �x the notation. If � and � are types, we write� ! � for the type of (non-dependent) funtions from � to �. If, on the otherhand, � is a family of types over � and f is a dependent funtions from � to�, we write f(x :: �) :: �(x). To make the reading of the Agda ode that wepresent here a bit easier, we might not transribe it with its exat syntax butwith a simpli�ed version of it.The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Setion 2 we introdue bitonisort and we explain how it works. In Setion 3 we present our type-theoretiversion of the algorithm. Setion 4 shows how to prove that the resulting sequeneis a permutation of the original one. In Setion 5 we desribe the proof that thealgorithm sorts its input. Finally, in Setion 6 we disuss some onlusions andrelated work.2 Funtional Bitoni SortThe bitoni sort algorithm that we take as our starting point is presented inFigure 1. This is a Haskell [Jon03℄ algorithm that works on lists and assumes thatits input is of length 2n. Notie that some of the funtions in Figure 1 split theinput list in two halves, perform some omputations on these two lists, inludingreursive alls to the funtions themselves, and then onatenate the results ofthe omputations into a new list. This suggests that it might be more appropriateto work on binary trees instead of on lists. In Figure 2 we introdue the Haskelldatatype of binary trees with information in the leaves, and the bitoni sort



-- Works on lists of 2^n elementsbitoni_sortL :: [Int℄ -> [Int℄bitoni_sortL = bitoniSortL mpSwhere mpS (x,y) = if x <= y then (x,y) else (y,x)bitoniSortL :: ((a,a) -> (a,a)) -> [a℄ -> [a℄bitoniSortL mp [x℄ = [x℄bitoniSortL mp xs = merge (bitoniSortL mp ls ++reverse (bitoniSortL mp rs))where (ls,rs) = splitAt (length xs `div` 2) xsmerge [x℄ = [x℄merge xs = merge s ++ merge dswhere (ls,rs) = splitAt (length xs `div` 2) xs(s,ds) = unzip (map mp (zip ls rs))Fig. 1. Haskell version of the bitoni sort on lists.algorithm on this datatype1. Notie that the reursive alls in the funtion mergeof Figure 2 are still performed on non-struturally smaller arguments.Before explaining how the algorithm works, we introdue the notion of bitonisequene. Essentially a bitoni sequene is the juxtaposition of two monotonisequenes, one asending and the other one desending, or it is a sequene suhthat a yli shift of its elements would put them in suh a form.De�nition 1. A sequene a1; a2; : : : ; am is bitoni if there is a k, 1 6 k 6 m,suh that a1 6 a2 6 � � � 6 ak > � � � > am, or if there is a yli shift of thesequene suh that this is true.The main property when proving that the algorithm sorts its input is that,given a bitoni sequene of length 2n, the result of omparing and swappingits two halves gives us two bitoni sequenes of length 2n�1, suh that all theelements in the �rst sequene are smaller than or equal to eah of the elementsin the seond one.So, if bitoniSortT sorts its input up, then the �rst all to the funtionmerge is made on a bitoni sequene. This is simple beause the left subtree issorted up and the right subtree is sorted down. Now, merge alls the funtionmpSwap on its two subtrees. If the bitoni sequene had length 2n, then mpSwapreturns two bitoni sequenes of length 2n�1 suh that all the elements in the�rst sequene are smaller than or equal to eah of the elements in the seondone. Next, we all the funtion merge reursively on eah of these two bitonisequenes, and we obtain four bitoni sequenes of length 2n�2 suh that all theelements in the �rst sequene are smaller than or equal to eah of the elementsin the seond sequene, whih in turn are smaller than or equal to eah of theelements in the third sequene, whih in turn are smaller than or equal to eah1 This algorithm is due to Bj�orn von Sydow, Department of Computing Siene,Chalmers University of Tehnology



data Tree a = Lf a | Bin (Tree a) (Tree a)-- Works on omplete trees-- where left and right subtrees have the same heightbitoni_sortT :: Tree Int -> Tree Intbitoni_sortT = bitoniSortT mpSwhere mpS l�(Lf x) r�(Lf y) = if x <= y then (l,r) else (r,l)bitoniSortT :: (Tree a -> Tree a -> (Tree a,Tree a)) -> Tree a -> Tree abitoniSortT mp (Lf x) = Lf xbitoniSortT mp (Bin l r) = merge mp (Bin (bitoniSortT mp l)(reverseT (bitoniSortT mp r)))where reverseT (Lf x) = Lf xreverseT (Bin l r) = Bin (reverseT r) (reverseT l)merge mp (Lf x) = Lf xmerge mp (Bin l r) = Bin (merge mp l1) (merge mp r1)where (l1,r1) = mpSwap mp l rmpSwap mp l�(Lf _) r�(Lf _) = mp l rmpSwap mp (Bin l1 r1) (Bin l2 r2) = (Bin a , Bin b d)where (a,b) = mpSwap mp l1 l2(,d) = mpSwap mp r1 r2Fig. 2. Haskell version of the bitoni sort on binary trees.of the elements in the fourth sequene. This proess is repeated until we have 2nbitoni sequenes of one element eah, where the �rst element is smaller than orequal to the seond one, whih in turn is smaller than or equal to the third one,and so on.3 Dependently-Typed Bitoni SortWe �rst de�ne the datatype of binary trees indexed by its height in type theory,that is, a binary tree will now depend on its height. Elements of this datatypeare omplete binary trees where both subtrees are of the same height; thus atree of height n ontains exatly 2n elements.Given (A :: Set) and ((<=) :: A -> A -> Bool) (they at as global pa-rameters in Agda), we de�ne the datatype of dependent binary trees and twofuntions onstruting elements in this type:DBT (n :: Nat) :: Set = ase n of (zero) -> A(su n') -> DBT n' x DBT n'DLf (a :: A) :: DBT zero = a



DBin (n :: Nat)(l, r :: DBT n) :: DBT (su n) = <l,r>Using this datatype we an straightforwardly translate the tree-based Haskellversion of the bitoni sort algorithm from Figure 2 into type theory. We presentthe type-theoreti version of bitoni sort in Figure 3. Observe that all the fun-tions in Figure 3 are struturally reursive on the height of the input tree. Forthe sake of simpliity, in what follows, we might omit the height of the tree inalls to any of these funtions.reverse (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: DBT n= ase n of (zero) -> t;(su n') -> ase t of <l,r> -> DBin n' (reverse n' r)(reverse n' l)mpSwap (mp::A -> A -> AxA)(n::Nat)(l,r::DBT n) :: DBT n x DBT n= ase n of (zero) -> mp l r(su n') -> ase l of <l1,r1> -> ase r of <l2,r2> ->let <a,b> = mpSwap mp n' l1 l2<,d> = mpSwap mp n' r1 r2in <DBin n' a , DBin n' b d>merge (mp::A -> A -> AxA) (n::Nat) (t::DBT n) :: DBT n= ase n of (zero) -> t(su n') -> ase t of <l,r> ->let <a,b> = mpSwap mp n' l rin DBin n' (merge mp n' a) (merge mp n' b)bitoniSort (mp::A -> A -> AxA) (n::Nat) (t::DBT n) :: DBT n= ase n of (zero) -> t(su n') -> ase t of <l,r> ->merge mp (su n') (DBin n' (bitoniSort mp n' l)(reverse n' (bitoniSort mp n' r)))mpS (a, b :: A) :: A x A= if (a <= b) then <a,b> else <b,a>bitoni_sort (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: DBT n= bitoniSort mpS n tFig. 3. Bitoni sort in onstrutive type theory.4 The Permutation PropertyProving that the resulting sequene is a permutation of the original one is rathereasy. In our proof, we onvert trees into lists (de�ned as expeted in type theory)



and we prove the permutation property on lists rather than on trees. A permu-tation on lists is any equivalene relation on lists of the same length (althoughthis is not a formal part of the de�nition, it ould be easily derived from it) thatis both ommutative and a ongruene with respet to onatenation.permL :: List -> List -> Set= idata refl (xs::List) :: permL xs xs |symm (xs, ys::List) (permL xs ys) :: permL ys xs |trans (xs, ys, zs::List) (permL xs ys)(permL ys zs) :: permL xs zs |ong (xs1, xs1, ys1, ys2::List) (permL xs1 xs2)(permL ys1 ys2) :: permL (xs1 ++ ys1) (xs2 ++ ys2) |omm (xs, ys::List) :: permL (xs ++ ys) (ys ++ xs)toL (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: List= ase n of (zero) -> [t℄;(su n') -> ase t of <l,r> -> toL n' l ++ toL n' r~~ (n :: Nat) (t1, t2 :: DBT n) :: Set= permL (toL n t1) (toL n t2)After proving a few easy properties onerning permutations on lists, we aneasily prove the lemmas we present below. All the assumptions p below havethe same type. They state that mp behaves as we want it to with respet topermutations and they are used for proving the base ases in the lemmas.reversePerm (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: t ~~ (reverse t)mpSwapPerm (mp :: A -> A -> A x A)(p::(a,b::A) -> (DBin a b) ~~(DBin (fst (mp a b)) (snd (mp a b))))(n :: Nat) (l, r :: DBT n):: (DBin l r) ~~(DBin (fst (mpSwap mp l r)) (snd (mpSwap mp l r)))mergePerm (mp :: A -> A -> A x A) (p :: (a,b :: A) -> ... )(n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: t ~~ (merge mp t)bitoniSortPerm (mp :: A -> A -> A x A) (p :: (a,b:: A) -> ... )(n :: Nat)(t :: DBT n) :: t ~~ (bitoniSort mp t)It is also easy to prove that our onrete operation mpS satis�es the propertyassumed for the argument operation mp. This fat is then used in the �nal proof.mpSPerm (a, b::A) :: (DBin a b) ~~(DBin (fst (mpS a b)) (snd (mpS a b)))



bitoni_sortPerm (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: t ~~ (bitoni_sort t)= bitoniSortPerm mpS mpSPerm n tAll these properties were proved with no major diÆulty by indution on theheight of the tree, exept for mpSwap where we study the result of a <= b.5 The Sorting PropertyWe start by de�ning when a tree is sorted. For that, we de�ne the relations (/<=)and (/<=\). Given the element a :: A and the trees t1 and t2, t1 /<= a istrue if all the elements in t1 are smaller than or equal to a, and t1 /<=\ t2 istrue if all the elements in t1 are smaller than or equal to eah of the elementsin t2.In what follows, False is the empty set (absurdity), True is the singletonset, && represents onjuntion on sets, and T is a funtion lifting boolean valuesinto sets de�ned as T false = False and T true = True./<= (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) (a :: A) :: Set= ase n of (zero) -> T (t <= a)(su n') -> ase t of <l,r> -> l /<= a && r /<= a/<=\ (n, m :: Nat) (t1 :: DBT n) (t2 :: DBT m) :: Set= ase m of (zero) -> t1 /<= t2(su n') -> ase t2 of <l,r> -> t1 /<=\ l && t1 /<=\ rSorted (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: Set= ase n of (zero) -> True(su n') -> ase t of <l,r> ->Sorted n' l && Sorted n' r && l /<=\ rProving that the resulting sequene is sorted is not trivial. To start with, weneed to formalise the notion of bitoni sequene in suh a way that it allowsproving the neessary properties in a nie way. To this end, we �x the set A ofelements in the tree to the set Bool and we make use of the 0-1 priniple togeneralise our result. In what follows we identify 0 with false and 1 with true.5.1 The 0-1 PrinipleThe 0-1 priniple states that if a sorting algorithm sorts sequenes of 0's and 1'sperforming only omparison-and-swap operations on its data, then it also sortssequenes of arbitrary types.This priniple an be seen as a speial ase of the parametriity theorem[Rey83℄. From the type of our bitoni sort we an derive the parametriity the-orem in Figure 4, whih we prove by indution on the height of the tree. There,the funtion mapDBT maps a funtion over a binary tree, and <=Bool is suh thatfalse <=Bool true. We also prove similar theorems for merge and mpSwap.



A; A mpS A (<=A)��������! A� A fst�����!snd Ah??yh ??yhBool; Bool mpS Bool (<=Bool)������������! Bool � Bool fst�����!snd Boolww�DBT A n bitoni sort A (<=A)�������������! DBT A nmapDBT h??y ??ymapDBT hDBT Bool n bitoni sort Bool (<=Bool)�����������������! DBT Bool nFig. 4. Parametriity theorem for our bitoni sort algorithm.We an now reason as follows. Let ta :: DBT A n be a sequene of elementsof an arbitrary type A suh that our algorithm fails to sort. That is, we have thatbitoni sort A (<=A) ta = tb :: DBT A n is unsorted. Hene, there existsk, 1 6 k < 2n, suh that tbk > tbk+1, where tbk indiates the kth element inthe tree tb when onsidering the leaves from left to right.We an now de�ne a monotoni mapping h :: A -> Bool as follows:h() = �false if  < tbktrue if  > tbkWe have then that h(tbk) = true and h(tbk+1) = false. In addition, we havethat mapDBT h (bitoni sortT A (<=A) ta) = mapDBT h tb :: DBT Bool nis unsorted sine true > false.Finally, sine h satis�es the hypothesis of the theorem, then h ommutes withbitoni sort. Thus, we have that mapDBT h (bitoni sort A (<=A) ta) =bitoni sort Bool (<=Bool) (mapDBT h ta) :: DBT Bool n is unsorted.That is, we found a 0-1-sequene (mapDBT h ta) that is not sorted by ourbitoni sort, whih ontradits our hypothesis. Hene, bitoni sort must alsosort sequenes of arbitrary types. �5.2 Bitoni Sequenes and Bitoni LabelsSine we now onsider only boolean sequenes, our de�nition of a bitoni se-quene beomes simpler.De�nition 2. A 0-1-sequene a1; : : : ; am is alled bitoni, if it ontains at mosttwo hanges between 0 and 1.We have then only six possible bitoni sequenes:0 10 1 1 00 1 0 1 0 1



To determine if the sequene in a binary tree is bitoni we assign bitonilabels to the trees. We introdue one label for eah possible bitoni sequene andone extra label W that will be assigned to trees whose sequenes are not bitoni.We de�ne an equivalene relation on bitoni labels, along with the property ofnot being the label W, and a funtion that ombines two labels into a new label.BitLb :: Set = data O | I | OI | IO | OIO | IOI | W(==) (l1, l2 :: BitLb) :: SetnotW (l :: BitLb) :: Setbin_label (ll, lr :: BitLb) :: BitLbThe ombined label is W in many ases, for example bin label OI OIO = W.Sine we have seven labels, many binary funtions on labels need to onsider 49ases. However, sometime we do not need to onsider all ases, for example, forany l, bin label W l = W. All the funtions we need on labels are quite trivial.Below we show how to assign labels to binary trees and we de�ne the propertyof being a bitoni sequene.label (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: BitLb= ase n of (zero) -> ase t of (true) -> I(false) -> O(su n') -> ase t of <l,r> ->bin_label (label n' l) (label n' r)Bitoni (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) :: Set= notW (label n t)5.3 Properties of Labelled Binary TreesWe need to de�ne several trivial properties (around 40) relating the label of abinary tree to the labels of its subtrees, and vie versa. Most of these propertieshave an equivalent on labels. A few examples of suh properties are displayedbelow. Here || represents disjuntion on sets.dbin_label_I (n :: Nat) (l, r :: DBT n) (label (DBin l r) == I):: (label l == I) && (label r == I)dbin_label_OI (n :: Nat) (l,r :: DBT n) (label (DBin l r) == OI):: (label l == O && label r == I) ||(label l == O && label r == OI) ||(label l == OI && label r == I)dbin_label_O_IO2OIO (n :: Nat) (l, r :: DBT n)(label l == O)(label r == IO) :: label (DBin l r) == OIO



dbin_label_OI_OI_Bt (n :: Nat) (l,r :: DBT n) (label l == OI)(label r == OI) (Bitoni (DBin l r)) :: FalseWe an now use the information given by the labels to reason about theresults of the operations we perform on a tree. We start with mpSwap.label_O_x2mpSwap_label_O_x (mp :: Bool -> Bool -> Bool x Bool)( ... )(n :: Nat) (l, r :: DBT n) (label l == O):: (label (fst (mpSwap mp l r)) == O) &&(label (snd (mpSwap mp l r)) == label r)label_I_x2mpSwap_label_x_I (mp :: ...) ( ... )(n :: Nat) (l, r :: DBT n) (label l == I):: (label (fst (mpSwap mp l r)) == label r)&& (label (snd (mpSwap mp l r)) == I)label_OI_IO2mpSwap (mp:: ...) ( ... ) (n :: Nat) (l, r :: DBT n)(label l == OI) (label r == IO):: ((label (fst (mpSwap mp l r)) == O) &&(label (snd (mpSwap mp l r)) == I)) ||((label (fst (mpSwap mp l r)) == O) &&(label (snd (mpSwap mp l r)) == IOI)) ||((label (fst (mpSwap mp l r)) == OIO) &&(label (snd (mpSwap mp l r)) == I))We also prove the symmetri lemmas label x O2mpSwap label O x andlabel x I2mpSwap label x I where the label of r is O and I respetively, andlabel IO OI2mpSwap. All these lemmas are proved by indution on the heightof the trees. In eah lemma, we need to assume that the operation mp behavesas we want it to with respet to labels. Here we write ( ... ) for suh as-sumptions. As before, these assumptions are used to prove the base ases in thelemmas. For the �nal proof, we should prove that the onrete operation mpSsatis�es these assumptions (see Setion 5.5).In the �rst lemma (and in its symmetri version) we use the fat that if thelabel of l (respetively r) is O, then either l (respetively r) is simply false,or it is a binary tree whose both subtrees also have label O. Similarly with theseond lemma (and its symmetri version) and the label I. The remaining twolemmas are proved by onsidering all possible ombinations of the labels of thesubtrees of l and r. We have nine ases sine there are three possible ways ofonstruting both trees having label OI and trees having label IO. In eah ase,we either all the lemma reursively on smaller trees or we all one of the otherlemmas on mpSwap presented above.Tree labels an also give information about the order of the trees.label_O2leq (n, m :: Nat) (t1 :: DBT n) (t2 :: DBT m)(label t1 == O) :: t1 /<=\ t2



label_I2leq (n, m :: Nat) (t1 :: DBT n) (t2 :: DBT m)(label t2 == I) :: t1 /<=\ t2Both lemmas are easily proved by indution on m.In addition, we have to rule out impossible ases. Hene, we prove four lem-mas like the following, also by indution on m:leq_label_OI_O (n, m :: Nat) (t1 :: DBT n) (t2 :: DBT m)(label t1 == OI) (label t2 == O) (t1 /<=\ t2):: FalseWe now prove lemmas relating the label of the trees to the result of reverse.reverse_label_O2label_O (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n)(label (reverse t) == O) :: label t == Oreverse_label_OI2label_IO (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n)(label (reverse t) == OI) :: label t == IOWe also prove a lemma reverse label I2label I, similar to the �rst one butwhere the labels are I. All lemmas are easily proved by indution on the heightof the tree. In the lemma reverse label OI2label IO we also need to onsiderthe three possible ways of onstruting a binary tree having label OI.Finally, we relate labels to the property of being a sorted tree.sorted2label_O_OI_I (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) (Sorted t):: (label t == O) || (label t == OI) || (label t == I)sortedDown2label_O_IO_I (n::Nat) (t::DBT n) (Sorted (reverse t)):: (label t == O) || (label t == IO) || (label t == I)If t is a sorted binary tree with subtrees l and r, then both l and r mustalso be sorted and l /<=\ r. We an easily prove the �rst lemma by using theindutive hypotheses on both subtrees and previous lemmas. The seond lemmafollows immediately from previous lemmas.5.4 Bitoni PropertiesWe an now prove the two main properties onerning bitoni sequenes. The�rst property is as follows:sorted_sortedDown2bitoni (n :: Nat) (t1, t2 :: DBT n)(Sorted t1) (Sorted (reverse t2)):: Bitoni (DBin t1 t2)This proof is straightforward after onsidering all possible ombinations inthe results of sorted2label O OI I and sortedDown2label O IO I.Next we state the seond property.



bitoni2mp_Swap (mp :: ...) ( ... ) (l ,r :: DBT n)(Bitoni (DBin l r)):: Bitoni (fst (mpSwap mp l r)) &&Bitoni (snd (mpSwap mp l r)) &&fst (mpSwap mp l r) /<=\ snd (mpSwap mp l r)The proof is performed by ases both on label l and on label r. We on-sider 43 ases, that is, almost all possible ombinations of both labels, two ofthem ontaining three subases eah; hene 47 ases in total. Only 25 ases werevalid ones in the sense that no ontradition ould be derived from the hypothe-ses and the labels of the trees. An example of an invalid ase is when we havelabel l == O, label r == IOI and Bitoni (DBin l r). The 25 valid asesan be divided into six groups: either the left or right tree has label O or label I,or the trees have labels OI and IO, or IO and OI. Eah of these ases are provedby applying previous lemmas.5.5 Sorted PropertiesBefore proving that our algorithm sorts sequenes of booleans, we prove someauxiliary lemmas. As usual, we need to assume that the operation mp behavesas we want it to.leq2mpSwap_leqL (mp :: ...) (...) (n,m :: Nat) (t1,t2 :: DBT n)(t :: DBT m) (t1 /<=\ t) (t2 /<=\ t):: fst (mpSwap t1 t2) /<=\ t && snd (mpSwap t1 t2) /<=\ tleq2merge_leqL (mp :: ...) ( ... ) (n,m :: Nat) (t1 :: DBT n)(t2 :: DBT m) (t1 /<=\ t2) :: merge t1 /<=\ t2We also prove symmetri lemmas leq2mpSwap leqR and leq2merge leqR,where the operations mpSwap and merge appear to the right of the symbol /<=\.All these lemmas are proved by indution on the height of the trees.We an now prove that the result of merging a bitoni tree is sorted.mergeSorted (mp :: ...) (...) (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n) (Bitoni t):: Sorted (merge t)The interesting ase is when t has the form <l,r>. Let <a,b> be the result ofmpSwap mp l r. The result of merge t is then DBin (merge a) (merge b).Using bitoni2mp Swap we know Bitoni a, Bitoni b and a /<=\ b. Bythe indutive hypotheses, we have Sorted (merge a) and Sorted (merge b).Using the lemmas leq2merge leqL and leq2merge leqR, and the fat thata /<=\ b, we get merge a /<=\ merge b. This onludes the proof. �We now prove that our bitoni sort returns a sorted tree.



bitoniSortSorted (mp :: ...) ( ... ) (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n):: Sorted (bitoniSort t)Again, the interesting ase is when t has the form <l,r>. By the indutivehypotheses we know Sorted (bitoniSort l) and Sorted (bitoniSort r).Hene, reverse (bitoniSort r) is sorted down.Using the property sorted sortedDown2bitoni, we obtain thatBitoni (DBin (bitoniSort l) (reverse (bitoniSort r))).The premises of mergeSorted are now satis�ed. Hene we an onlude thatSorted (merge (DBin (bitoniSort l) (reverse (bitoniSort r)))). �It only remains to prove that the spei� funtion mpS satis�es all six proper-ties that we have assumed for the argument funtion mp to prove the propertiesrelated to bitoni sequenes. They are all trivial when the elements we onsiderare of type Bool. In the lemmas above we just refereed to them as ( ... ).Examples of these properties are:label_x_I2mpS_label_x_I (a, b :: Bool) (label b == I):: (label (fst (mpS a b)) == label a) &&(label (snd (mpS a b)) == I)mpS_leqL (a, b :: Bool) (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n)(a /<=\ t) (b /<=\ t):: (fst (mpS a b) /<=\ t) && (snd (mpS a b) /<=\ t)Finally, we establish that our bitoni algorithm sorts sequenes of booleans.For that, we only need to apply the lemma bitoniSortSorted to our spei�operation mpS and to the proofs that mpS behaves as assumed.bitoni_sortSorted (n :: Nat) (t :: DBT n):: Sorted (bitoni_sort t)= bitoniSortSorted mpS label_O_x2mpS_label_O_xlabel_x_O2mpS_label_O_xlabel_I_x2mpS_label_x_Ilabel_x_I2mpS_label_x_ImpS_leqL mpS_leqR n t6 Conlusions and Related WorkWe presented a formalisation of bitoni sort and we disussed a formal proof ofits orretness. Both the formalisation and the proof were performed using theproof assistant Agda and its graphial interfae Alfa. Although no formal proofwas fully transribed here (exept for very small ones), we hope the reader wasable to losely follow and understand our desription of the proof.The whole proess took one to one and a half month of one-person's work.The major hallenge and diÆulty was to �nd a suitable representation of a



bitoni sequene that would allow us to prove the needed properties in a nieway and without the need of onsidering too many ases. We studied a fewalternative formalisations before we deided on the one we presented here.An alternative solution would have been to formalise a more general notion ofa bitoni sequene that would not require the proof to rely on the 0-1 priniple.The possibilities we onsidered for this option needed either working with severalindexes in our lemmas, whih we thought would have ompliated the proof toomuh, or onsidering many more ases than what the urrent solution does.We believe that our representation gives us a lot of intuition about the prop-erties we will or we will not be able to prove, sine the label of a tree gives usenough information about the kind of tree we are working with. A disadvantageof our representation is that, when onsidering ases on the label of the trees, wemust deal with many ases that do not make sense, as it was explained before.We ould have used a more exible notion of labels to prove that the resultingsequene is a permutation of the original one, hene avoiding the use of lists andpermutations over lists. However, we would not have obtained a proof as generalas the one we gave here, sine the result would only apply to boolean sequenes.We thought this was an unneessary restrition for this property.Related WorkTo the best of our knowledge, there are not many formal proofs of bitoni sort.Bitoni sort was �rst presented by Bather [Bat68℄, who also gives a skeththat the algorithm sorts its input. Besides, there are many desriptions of thealgorithm available on the web, along with informal proofs of its properties. Ingeneral, only one ase is onsidered in the proofs and the remaining ones are leftto the reader.In [DLL99℄, a binary deision diagram (BDDs) pakage onneted to Haskellis used to show that the bitoni algorithm sorts sequenes of booleans of a givenlength. Based on these ideas, Qiao [Hai03℄ implemented a model heking toolbased on BDDs whih is onneted to Agda through its graphial interfae Alfa.Using this model heking tool he also showed the sorting property of bitonisort for boolean sequenes of a �xed length.Misra [Mis94℄ proposed a data struture alled powerlist in whih one anrepresent data that will be handled by parallel algorithms. The struture hepresented is reursively de�ned by two unary onstrutors and two binary on-strutors. A peuliar aspet of this struture is that any non-singleton powerlisthas a dual deonstrution with respet to the binary onstrutors, that is, onean �nd two di�erent ways of onstruting the same powerlist where eah ofthe ways uses a di�erent binary onstrutor as the outer-most onstrutor. Asan example of an algorithm on this data struture, Misra presented bitoni sortalong with the proof that sequenes of booleans are sorted by this algorithm.The proof is short and easy to follow. However, there is not enough theoretialbakground to onviningly demonstrate the orretness of the de�nitions oversuh peuliar struture.
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